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Synopsis
Sandwich constructions are the most commonly used structures in aircraft and navy
industries, traditionally. These structures are made up of the face sheets and the core,
where the face sheets will be taking the load and is connected to other structural members,
while the soft core material, will be used to absorb energy during impact like situation.
Thus, sandwich constructions are mainly employed in light weight structures where the
high energy absorption capability is required. Generally the face sheets will be thin,
made up of either metallic or composite material with high stiffness and strength, while
the core is light in weight, made up of soft material. Cores generally play very crucial
role in achieving the desired properties of sandwich structures, either through geometric
arrangement or material properties or both. Foams are in extensive use nowadays as core
material due to the ease in manufacturing and their low cost. They are extensively used in
automotive and industrial field applications as the desired foam density can be fabricated
by adjusting the mixing, curing and heat sink processes.
modeling of sandwich beams play a crucial role in their design with suitable finite
elements for face sheets and core, to ensure the compatibility between degrees of freedom
at the interfaces. Unless the mathematical model simulates the physics of the model
in terms of kinematics, boundary and loading conditions, results predicted will not be
accurate. Accurate models helps in obtaining an efficient design of sandwich beams. In
Structural Health Monitoring studies, the responses under the impact loading will be
captured by carrying out the wave propagation analysis. The loads applied will be for a
shorter duration (in the orders of micro seconds), where higher frequency modes will be
excited. Wavelengths at such high frequencies are very small and hence, in such cases, very
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fine mesh generally is employed matching the wavelength requirement of the propagating
wave. Traditional Finite element softwares takes enormous time and computational effort
to provide the solution. Various possible models and modeling aspects using the existing
Finite element tools for wave propagation analysis are studied in the present work.
There exists a huge demand for an accurate, efficient and rapidly convergent finite
elements for the analysis of sandwich beams. Efforts are made in the present work to
address these issues and provide a solution to the sandwich user community. Super
convergent and Spectral Finite sandwich Beam Elements with metallic or composite face
sheets and soft core are developed. As a philosophy, the sandwich beam finite element
is constructed with the combination of two beams representing the face sheets (top and
bottom) at their neutral axis. The core effects are captured at the interface boundaries
in terms of shear stress and normal transverse stress.
In the case of wave propagation analysis, the equations are coupled in time domain
and spatial domain and solving them directly is a difficult task. In Spectral Finite Ele-
ment Method(SFEM), the displacement functions are derived by solving the transformed
governing equations in the frequency domain. By transforming them and forces from time
domain to frequency domain, the coupled partial differential equations will become cou-
pled ordinary differential equations. These equations in frequency domain, can be solved
exactly as they are normally ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients with
frequency entering as a parameter. These solutions will be used as interpolating func-
tions for spectral element formulation and in this respect it differs from conventional FE
method wherein mostly polynomials are used as interpolating functions. In addition,
SFEM solutions are expressed in terms of forward and backward moving waves for all
the degrees of freedom involved in the formulations and hence, SFEM provides faster and
efficient solutions for wave propagation analysis.
In the present work, strong form of the governing differential equations are derived
for a given system using Hamilton’s principle. Super Convergent elements are developed
by solving the static part of the governing differential equations exactly and hence the
stiffness matrix derived is exact for point static loads. For wave propagation analysis, as
vthe mass is not exactly represented, these elements are required in the optimal numbers
for getting good results. The number of these elements required are generally much lesser
than the number of elements required using traditional finite elements since the stiffness
distribution is exact. Spectral elements are developed by solving the governing equations
exactly in the frequency domain and hence the dynamic stiffness matrix derived is exact
for the dynamic loads. Hence, one element between any two joints is enough to solve the
whole system under impact loads for simple structures.
Developing FE for sandwich beams is quiet challenging. Due to small thickness, the
face sheets can be modeled using 1D idealization, while modeling of large core requires
2-D idealization. Hence, most finite or spectral elements requires stitching of these two
idealizations into 1-D idealization, which can be accomplished in a variety of ways, some
of which are highlighted in this thesis.
Variety of finite and spectral finite elements are developed considering Euler and Tim-
oshenko beam theories for modeling the sandwich beams. Simple element models are built
with rigid core in both the theories. Models are also developed considering the flexible
core with the variation of transverse displacements across depth of the core. This has
direct influence on shear stress variation and also transverse normal stress in the core.
Simple to higher order models are developed considering different variations in shear stress
and transverse normal stress across depth of the core. Development of super convergent
finite Euler Bernoulli beam elements Eul4d (4 dof element), Eul10d (10 dof element) are
explained along with their results in Chapter 2. Development of different super conver-
gent finite Timoshenko beam elements namely Tim4d (4 dof), Tim7d (7 dof), Tim10d
(10 dof) are explained in Chapter 3. Validation of Euler Bernoulli and Timoshenko ele-
ments developed in the present work is carried out with test cases available in the open
literature for displacements and free vibration frequencies are presented in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. The results indicates that all developed elements are performing exceedingly
well for static loads and free vibration. Super convergence performance for the elements
developed is demonstrated with related examples.
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Spectral elements based on Timoshenko theory STim7d, STim6d, STim6dF are devel-
oped and the wave propagation characteristics studies are presented in Chapter 4. Euler
spectral elements are derived from Timoshenko spectral elements by enforcing infinite
shear rigidity, designated as SEul7d, SEul6d, SEul6dF and are presented. Efforts were
made in this present work to model the horizontal cracks in top or bottom face sheets
using the spectral elements and the methodology is presented in Chapter 4.
Wave propagation analysis using general purpose software NASTRAN and the super
convergent as well as spectral elements developed in this work, are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5. Modeling aspects of sandwich beam in NASTRAN using various combination
of elements available and the performance of four possible models simulated were studied.
Validation of all four models in NASTRAN , Super convergent Euler, Timoshenko and
Spectral Timoshenko finite elements was carried out by simulating a homogenous I beam
by comparing the longitudinal and transverse responses. Studies were carried out to find
out the response predictions of a sandwich beam with soft core and all the predictions
were compared and discussed. The responses in case of cracks in top or bottom face sheets
under the longitudinal and transverse loading were studied in this chapter.
In Chapter 6, Parametric studies were carried out for bringing out the sensitiveness
of the important specific parameters in overall behaviour and performance of a sandwich
beam, using Super convergent and Spectral elements developed. This chapter clearly
brings out the various aspects of design of sandwich beam such as material selection of
core, geometrical configuration of overall beam and core. Effects of shear modulus, mass
density on wave propagation characteristics, effects of thick or thin cores with reference
to the face sheets and dynamic effects of core are highlighted. Wave propagation charac-
teristics studies includes the study of wavenumbers, group speeds, cutoff frequencies for a
given configuration and identification of frequency zone of operations. The recommenda-
tions for improvement in design of sandwich beams based on the parametric studies are
made at the end of chapter.
The entire thesis, written in seven Chapters, presents a unified treatment of sandwich
beam analysis that will be very useful for designers working in the area.
